It is proved that if R is a perfect (resp. Artinian) strongly graded ring whose ground subring is, modulo its Jacobson radical, a finite direct product of finite-dimensional simple algebras over (nondenumerable) algebraically closed fields, then the grading group cannot contain an infinite abelian subgroup (resp. must be finite). These results extend those of A. Reid and D. S. Passman on twisted group algebras.
1 € G is the netural element of the group, Rx will be sometimes referred to as the ground ring of the gradation. If RaRr = Rax for all o, x £ G, the ring is called strongly graded. If H is a subgroup of G then i?(//) will denote the //-graded subring of R given by R(H) = ®neH Rn . If moreover H is normal in G, then R can be given a (////-gradation with ground ring RW by defining Rx = 0CTex Ra for any left coset x £ G/H. The graded Jacobson radical of R will be denoted by JgiR). For all terminology about graded rings included in the paper, we refer the reader to [10] .
If R is (/-graded, then we have an exact sequence of groups 1 -> C/(/?i) "-* hUÍR) -* G, where UÍRX) is the group of units of Rx, hUÍR) is the group of homogeneous units of R, and ¿/(x) is the degree of x for any x £ h (/(/?) ; i.e., ¿z(x) is the unique o £ G such that x £ Ra . When ¿z" is also surjective, the graded ring is said to be a G-crossed product with ground ring Rx . In that situation, if we choose a section zz: G -> hl¡ÍR) (¿j -> ua) for d, i.e., a map such that d o u is the identity map of G, satisfying zzi = 1, then [Ua/o £ G} is a basis of R as both a left and right /?i-module, conjugation by zzo-yields an automorphism of Rx, and uauxu~\ £ Ker d = L¡ÍRX). In such a way we get maps <p: G -► Aut(/?i) (called the action of G on Rx), given by cpio) = conjugation by u" , and /:GxG-» T¡ÍRX) (called the twisting), given by tío, x) = uauTu~\ . Both maps are related by the following formulas:
(Cl) ia')° = tío, x)a°Hio, x)~l, (C2) tío, x)tiox, Û) = tix, û)ati<j, tû), (C3) tío, l) = í(l,fj) = l, for every a £ Rx and a , x, û £ G, where ag = <pig)ia) for each a £ Rx and g £ G. The procedure is reversible and if we have a group G and a ring A , with maps tp: G -► Aut(/4) and t: G x G -> UÍA) satisfying C1-C3, then we can form a crossed product by taking the free left ^-module A * G with basis a copy {a ¡a £ G} of G, ia* G)a = Äö and extending by linearity the product (¿z?J)(¿Vf) = ab"tío , x)Wx .
We shall write R = Rx * G to indicate that R is a (7-crossed product with ground ring Rx . If H is a subgroup of G then /<(//) = Rx * H and, in the particular case when H is normal, the G///-gradation of R with ground ring r{H) gjves an exact sequence of groups: 1 -► (7(/t(//)) *-♦ hUÍR) -> G/H -* 1, where hUÍR) is the group of homogeneous units of R with respect to that G///-gradation.
A section ü: G/H -► hUÍR) can be given as follows: we fix a set of representatives {gi/i £ 1} containing 1 of the left cosets modulo H and define ugin = ugi, where u is a previously fixed section of d in the G-crossed product structure of R. In this way, if {¿J = ua/o £ G} is the left Rx-basis of R, then the action of g¡H £ G/H on /?(//) = Rx * H is just conjugation by ugi =~g¡. A particular case of this situation occurs when H = GXnn is the subgroup of G consisting of those o £ G whose action on Rx is inner, i.e., there exists a toe UiRx) such that ¿zCT = waw~x , for any a £ Rx .
For all terminology about crossed products included in the paper, the reader is referred to [7] and [12] . All the ring-theoretic tools used can be found in [1] .
In order to prove the first result, we need two lemmas. Lemma 2. Let R be a G-graded ring and x £ G. The following assertions are equivalent:
Proof. We show the equivalence (i) •& (ii) and (ii) <=*■ (iii) will follow by symmetry. We use the easily deducible fact that x £ RT is an element of JgiR) if and only if l-xa£ UiRx) for each a £ RT-\ (resp. l-¿zxe UÍRX) for each a€zvr-i).
With that in mind, J8ÍR)X = Rx iff 1 -/tT/?T-. = {1 -xy/x £ RT, y £ RT-\} ç UÍRX). But since xRx-\ is a right ideal of Rx, the latter condition is equivalent to xRT¡ ç /(/?]) for any x £ RT, i.e., RTRr-i Ç 7(/?i).
And we can now give our first result. We do not think that much more information about the group G can be obtained in the general situation described in Proposition 3. However, for the strongly graded case, we can give the following, which is one of the two main results of the paper. Theorem 5. Let R = ©CT6G Ra be a left perfect strongly G-graded ring such that Rx/JiRx) is a finite direct product of finite-dimensional simple algebras over algebraically closed fields. Then the group G does not contain any infinite abelian subgroup. (a) Under the same conditions of the theorem, if the group G is abelian then it is finite.
(b) Under the same conditions of the theorem, the group G must either be finite or have an infinite subgroup containing no infinite abelian subgroups.
(c) Under the same conditions of the theorem, all the abelian normal subgroups of G are finite. Indeed, if the theorem holds then (b) is true and (b) implies (a). But if (a) holds and G is any group grading a strongly graded left perfect ring as in the theorem, then Lemma 1 applied to any abelian subgroup H of G yields via (a) that H is finite. On the other hand, the theorem implies (c) and if (c) holds, then for any group G as in the theorem and any abelian subgroup H of G we take the normalizer N = NgÍH) and apply (c) to /?(A,), which is left perfect by Lemma 1. We get then that H must be finite.
(ii) Under the assumptions of the theorem, if G is locally finite then G must be finite, due to the well-known fact that any infinite locally finite group contains an infinite abelian subgroup.
The above fact allows us to deal with any of the different equivalent versions of the theorem. So, in particular, our goal is to prove version (a) of the remark by way of contradiction.
The proof of Theorem 5 requires several steps of reduction of the problem. The foregoing lemma allows us to concentrate on the case where the ground ring A is a finite-dimensional simple algebra over an algebraically closed field, say K. JThis restriction is not needed in the following lemma. In it and the sequel, B will denote B/JÍB) for any ring B.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 9. Let A * G be a left perfect crossed product and H < G a normal subgroup affinité index. Then ¡ÍA * H) < ¡ÍA * G), where /(... ) means composition length.
Proof. Since H « G, we can consider in A * G the structure of crossed product induced by the action of G/H on A * H so that A* G = ÍA*H)* G/H, and it is well known (see, e.g., ([4] , Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 4.3)) that JÍA * H) * G/H ç JÍA * G) and both intersect A * H in JÍA * H). Then we can put B = A* H, G' = G/H, and all we have to prove is that if B is a semisimple Artinian and G' is a finite group then /(/?) < /(5 * G'). But this is very easy, because the fact that 5n/(5*G') = 0 gives a canonical embedding of B into B * G' and since 5 is semisimple Artinian, it is a split monomorphism of left and right ß-modules, and Proposition 2.1 of [8] tells us that /(5) < /(£ * G').
A last result is needed before tackling directly the proof of Theorem 5.
Lemma 10. If A* G is a crossed product where A is a finite-dimensional central simple algebra over the field K, then the induced action of G/Gmn on A* G¡nn is outer.
Proof. As mentioned in the introduction, the action of ô £ G/GXnn on A * G¡nn is the action by conjugation of some representative x of â . If this action is inner in A * Gjnn then we can consider the inclusion A -» A * G¡nn (see, e.g., [12, Lemma 22.1]) and, since ZÍA) is obviously contained in the center of A * Ginn > we can assert that the action of x on A induces the identity map in K = ZÍA). By the Skolem-Noether theorem, x £ Ginn and so à = Î.
Proof of Theorem 5. As already noted, we shall establish version (a) of Remark 6. Then suppose by way of contradiction, that there exists some left perfect crossed product A * G with G infinite abelian. By Proposition 3, G must be a torsion group. As indicated after Lemma 8, we can assume that A is a finite-dimensional simple algebra over the algebraically closed field K. Let us consider then the class ^, g consisting of all the left perfect crossed products C*//, where C is a finite-dimensional simple algebra over K and H~H2/HX for some Hx < H2 < G with \HX\ and [G: H2] finite. In %?k,g there must be a crossed product B * G' of minimal composition length modulo its Jacobson radical. We shall see that it is not restrictive to assume that B * G' is an outer crossed product and hence (see, e.g., [7 is a group homomorphism and the associated twisting t' satisfies the property that bax = t'ia, x)baxt'io, x)~x for any ¿r, x £ G' and every b £ B. In other words, t'ia, x) £ ZÍB) = K for every rr, x £ G'. It can be seen in a straightforward way that, with the new structure, B * G' ~ M"iK * G') for the G'-crossed product over K defined by
and /(AT*G;) must equal Z(5*G') = /(A/"(ÄT*G')) by the choice of B*G'. Therefore « = 1 so that B = K is a field. We claim now that G' cannot have nontrivial finite subgroups, and this would be a contradiction because the group G' is infinite torsion abelian. Suppose //' < G' is a finite subgroup. Then we can give K * G' a structure of G'/H'-crossed product over K*H', which is a finite-dimensional simple algebra over K ÍK*G' and hence K * //' are outer!) and, consequently, (#*//')* G///' ~ MP(A: * G'///') so that /C * G'/H' is a simple Artinian ring with composition length < IÍK * G'). By minimality both must be equal, implying that p = I. Thus K * H' ~ K and thereby //' = 1. 
